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How to get over 
‘getting over’ privacy

• Step 1 – Drop the fig leaf: admit just 
how broken our legal and technical 
privacy tools actually are.

• Step 2 – Build Accountable Systems.

De-identified records Two separate data bases

De-identified medical research database

Voter registration list
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Re-identification

Find records with 
the same values 
in the overlapping 
fields

{date of birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP} 
uniquely identifies 87.1% of USA pop.

Arkansas Juvenile Offender Records

White, Female,

DOB 1979, April 9

Information Leakage from 
Social Networks Jernigan and Mistree (2007)
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Privacy is the claim of individuals, 
groups, or institutions to determine
for themselves when, how, and to what 
extent information about them is 
communicated to others.

Alan Westin, Privacy and Freedom, 
1967

Privacy is the claim of individuals, 
groups, or institutions to determine
for themselves when, how, and to what 
extent information about them is 
communicated to others used by others 
is ways that affect them.

Information accountability

When information has been used, it 
should to possible to determine what 
happened, and to pinpoint use that is 

inappropriate

How to get over 
‘getting over’ privacy

• Step 1 – Drop the fig leaf: admit just 
how broken our legal and technical 
privacy tools actually are.

• Step 2 – Build Accountable Systems.
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Accountability architecture

Weitzner, Abelson, Berners-Lee, Feigenbaum, Hendler, Sussman
Information Accountability, 2007

Policy Language for Usage 
Rules

UseOfDataPolicy a deontic:Permission
deontic:actor ACTOR;
deontic:action ACTION;
deontic:constraint { ACTOR a GovEmployee. ACTION 

data DATA. [] a AppropriateUse; actor ACTOR; data DATA }.

{ ACTION data DATA.
DATA CollectedFor PURPOSE.
ACTION is PURPOSE. (or has PURPOSE depending on how the 

action hierarchy is defined)
ACTOR Responsibility RESP,
PURPOSE is RESP

} => { [] a AppropriateUse; actor ACTOR; data DATA }.

Scenario
• In order to prevent an epidemic, CDC contacts everyone whom an 

unconscious tuberculosis patient could have been in contact with
– people he works with, his choir, the members of his scout troop,

people he has called, who have called him
• CDC gets his phone records from Xphone
• Sometime later Bob Same has phone troubles and calls XPhone

to schedule an appt
• The customer service operator sees that CDC had obtained his 

records and infers that he must have some contagious disease
• So she refuses to schedule a repairman

Event Log
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Policy Description Accountability Reasoning

“Service denial 
violates anti-
discrimination 
law”

“Service denial 
violates anti-
discrimination 
law”

Explanation: “illegal 
to use health 
information as a 
condition of 
delivering a public 
service”

Information accountability as
an alternative to secrecy

• Rules and law should govern how 
information is used:

"It is illegal to consider health status of 
applicant or her family in hiring decisions"
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A possible approach to living in an post-
private world

• Transparency: You can tell when data flows 
across “sensitive” boundaries

• Accountability: Data carries with it some 
notion of “appropriate use”

• Challenge: How do we build an internet 
architecture that supports transparency and 
accountability?


